
Can I use siri to control smart products?

Hello， 

 The current shortcut function of the system with 

realize the control of intelligent products. The operation modes are 

as follows： 

1. Open the app, enter the scene creation page, edit the scene name, 

add the execution action, and click 

want on the Siri shortcut page to add.
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he current shortcut function of the system with IOS 13.0 can 

realize the control of intelligent products. The operation modes are 

1. Open the app, enter the scene creation page, edit the scene name, 

add the execution action, and click “Add to siri”，select the scene you 

want on the Siri shortcut page to add. 
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2. Fill in the phrase in the box under "When I say".

it to tell your app to run this shortcut.

phrase: Backhome 

3. You can say to siri: Backhome

scene that has been set, and the device set in the scene will perform 

the corresponding action.
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scene that has been set, and the device set in the scene will perform 

action. 
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 The function of the system with IOS 12.0 can also realize the control 

of intelligent products. The operation modes are as follows： 

1. Open the app, enter the scene creation page, edit the scene name, 

add the execution action, and click “Add to siri”，select the scene you 

want on the Siri shortcut page to add. 



2. Record your personalized phrase and then siri can use it to tell your 

app to run this shortcut.
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3. You can say to siri: I am sleeping. The mobile phone will pop up the 

scene that has been set, and the device

the corresponding action.
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the corresponding action. 
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